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ABSTRACT

Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI), a 1997 new-start multi-year Central Test
and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP), is developing advanced telemetry system
components that can be used in an integrated instrumentation package for tri-service small
missile test and training applications. JAMI will provide telemetry, Time-Space-Position
Information (TSPI), flight termination and end-game vector scoring in a low cost, modular
package that will allow world-wide test and training− eliminating, in most cases, the need
for range-specific (or multi-system) facilities. JAMI will incorporate Global Positioning
System (GPS)-based technology as the TSPI and vector scoring engine, and address the
feasibility of a solid state programmable safe and arm. This paper discusses the progress of
the program during the Test Technology Development and Demonstration (TTD&D)
phase and the efforts planned for fiscal year 1999. Preliminary testing of GPS receivers
and conformal GPS antennas on missile platforms are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The JAMI program was initiated three years ago to address enhancements in missile
instrumentation primarily through the introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide
tracking source. The concept of a programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA)
device was identified early on as another telemetry system component which could have



significant cost savings to emerging and future weapon developments. The need for JAMI
components was identified for the following reasons:

• GPS technology was identified as one of the most significant enhancements to the
test and evaluation of weapon systems

• Existing GPS hardware was large and could not be used in high dynamic
applications at costs similar to existing radar transponders

• Weapon scoring quality accuracies had been demonstrated using C-A Code
GPS in low dynamic application

• FTSA hardware was weapon-specific and expensive.

JAMI will have applicability to tri-service small missile programs, e.g., the JAMI concept
has support from several Program Offices, as well as the missile target development
programs. For these reasons, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) chose to
initiate in fiscal year 1997 a CTEIP program. As part of this effort, OSD also provided
TTD&D funding earmarked to mitigate the risks associated with JAMI development.

BACKGROUND

There are a host of participant types in a typical test or training scenario, though many
scenarios involve a shooter aircraft, a missile, and a target drone. OSD-sponsored
programs are providing GPS-based TSPI for each of these platforms.

GPS technology is a rapidly changing field. Three years ago, the prevailing thought was
that GPS receivers, especially low cost commercial receivers, could not track through high
dynamic missile flight environments. It was assumed that GPS translators would be
required in high G environments. The Translated GPS Ranging System (TGRS) program
was funded by OSD to provide a digital translator for such applications.

At about the same time, OSD also funded the High-Speed Telemetry Sensor Systems
(HSTSS) program to develop miniature, hardened telemetry components. The HSTSS
program investigated the utility of not only very small GPS receivers for projectile
applications, but also investigated the effects of adding a low cost set of inertial sensors to
the design in a tightly coupled configuration. The results of the co-variance analysis
showed that the GPS receiver accuracy could be very high in a high dynamic missile flight
environment, but hardware to support missile dynamics of over 50 Gs did not exist.

The Air Force eastern and western test ranges have been directed to phase out radar as a
range safety-tracking source over the next three to four years and replace it with GPS.
Heavy lift vehicles are relative, low dynamic vehicles and have maximum acceleration of
only a few Gs. Existing receiver hardware has been flown on several vehicles with
excellent results and reliability. The Range Commanders Council, Range Safety Group



chartered a subcommittee two years ago to develop guidelines for implementing GPS into
vehicles on national ranges. This group has now published design and testing standards for
GPS systems that will be used for range safety tracking on national ranges.

TTD&D Efforts

The TTD&D (i.e., risk reduction) portion of the program had several goals:

• Assess the end-game scoring performance and implementation issues of alternative
GPS-based processing algorithms to ascertain the feasibility of using GPS for end-
game scoring

• Assess and evaluate the performance of existing GPS receivers in high dynamic
environments

• Assess the performance of alternative multi-band conformal antenna design
approaches to derive a JAMI baseline. Evaluate the environmental qualification
requirements for possible common, flight termination system hardware.

All TTD&D areas of investigation were completed during 1997 and 1998. Extensive
analysis was completed on the sled track tests and the December 1997 Vandal missile test.
The Vandal test provided an excellent flight to evaluate the dynamic tracking capability of
a commercially available receiver and an opportunity to evaluate different software
products to determine whether vector-scoring accuracies could be achieved. A paper was
presented at the Institute of Navigation Conference in September 1998 which detailed this
analysis.

Another TTD&D effort planned for the Fall of 1998 was a Sidewinder test shot at Tyndall
Air Force Base. This effort was postponed due to delays in dual-band antenna deliveries
and software problems discovered in the GPS receiver selected for use. This delay was not

Figure 1 Ashtech G-12 and AN/DKT-80 Interface



all bad, however and an improved data set of raw receiver data was defined which resulted
in lower bandwidth and improved ground-processing capability. The specifics of this
development are covered by another paper. Two AN/DKT-80 telemetry systems were
modified with the addition of an Ashtech G-12 HDMA receiver card as shown in Figure 1.
The two telemeters will be installed on two AIM-9M Sidewinder missiles.

The electronics of an AN/APN-194 radar altimeter were removed and replaced with a G-
12 receiver, a pulse code modulation encoder and S-band transmitter. It will be used to
track the MQM-107 target that will be used during the missile flight test.
GPS information transmitted from the missile and target will be linked via telemetry to a
JAMI-developed ground processor that will provide a real-time position solution to the
Range Control Center at Tyndall Air Force Base.

One interesting problem that arose during Sidewinder GPS antenna testing was that of how
to measure the phase center of a multi-element conformal antenna. Phase center is the
point in space, or in some cases a set of points, where the antenna appears to be a point.
This is not a big problem in small missiles because the missile diameter is much less than
the required scoring accuracy of + 2 feet. For larger diameter missiles, the phase center is
critical in determining actual miss distance at intercept. For the Sidewinder antenna testing,
a fixture was fabricated which allowed the antenna to be moved lengthwise with the
missile body and laterally to offset the missile with respect to the center of rotation of the
anechoic chamber turntable. By measuring the phase change while the missile was rolled
and yawed, an offset was calculated and the antenna position was changed. The process
was then repeated to verify that the phase change was minimized as the missile was
moved. This process was fairly simple because the Sidewinder missile has a diameter of
only five inches. It would be much more complicated on a large missile body.

Testing also continued on the Generic Flight Termination System (GFTS) at Redstone
Arsenal with the addition of another source of flight termination receiver. Most of the
GFTS hardware was tested to much higher environmental levels than had been previously
tested.

JAMI Phase 2 – Full Scale Development

JAMI Documentation- Several documents are required by OSD before approval for phase
2. These included the Program Baseline that describes the execution plan for the entire
program. The Life Cycle Support Plan describes the expected costs of the program once
implemented onto a national range. The Test Cost Benefit Analysis was also completed
with documents the expected system savings once JAMI components have been integrated
into weapon instrumentation systems and fielded on the ranges.



With the prospect of becoming a fully funded phase 2 program, one of the problems faced
was the prioritization of risks associated with the various development areas identified as
the basic JAMI program. In 1997, JAMI had been identified as a five-year development
program with funding equally allocated over five years beginning in 1999. The FTSA
development was considered the lowest risk because similar devices had already been
proposed or were under investigation by industry as in-house research and development
efforts. For this reason it was placed as the first priority for development.

The GPS TSPI engine was considered the next lowest risk development. This concept was
further defined to split the GPS TSPI concept into a low dynamic (accelerations up to 25
Gs) and a high dynamic version with accelerations up to the JAMI-specified limit of 50
Gs. Analysis of the sled track tests and the Vandal flight demonstrated that existing
commercially available hardware could meet the lower dynamic flight scenarios.

The end game scoring concept was considered the most risky in 1997 and scheduled for
development in 2002. Recent analysis now indicates that end game scoring can probably
be done using a high dynamic GPS receiver or translator with inertial sensors added to
improve the GPS solution and to provide attitude information at the point of intercept as a
ground station software process.

Flight Termination Systems- JAMI invested in flight termination technology in two
primary areas; a programmable flight termination safe and arm device, and support for a
GFTS qualification testing by the Air Force. The JAMI FTSA specification was completed
in the fall of 1998 and sent out to the ranges for review in April 1999. Several range safety
meetings were briefed on the JAMI concept, and several missile program offices have
expressed specific interest. Since several programs had expressed an interest in the FTSA
and due to a delay in full scale development funding, a proof of concept design was
undertaken by the Fuze Development Branch at the Naval Air Warfare Center. This effort
is expected to reduce the full-scale development time by nine to twelve months.

Significant progress has been made in the FTSA design and development effort. The
design is based on Low Voltage Exploding Foil Initiators technology. A novel firing circuit
has been designed. The entire firing circuit can be built with off-the-shelf, low cost parts
and has been tested to over 10,000 firings without noticeable degradation.

The GFTS program was initiated as an attempt to identify and qualify a family of
components that could be used to quickly assemble a flight termination system for Air
Force munitions. Miniature flight termination receivers from two vendors were tested to
environmental levels much higher than had previously been tested. In addition, a 425 MHz
antenna, power combiner, battery, safe and arm, and cutter were tested. Testing was
conducted in steps with the maximum vibrational level exceeding 40 GRMS.



Unfortunately, the program was terminated before testing was completed but a report
documenting the results of the testing to date is underway.

TSPI- The second priority was the development of a GPS receiver solution, which could
be used for range safety TSPI tracking. The JAMI test capabilities requirements document
requires a receiver that can support missile maneuvers of up to 50 Gs. Based on the
TTD&D testing, it became apparent that existing hardware could support accelerations of
up to 25 Gs and jerk of 400 Gs/sec. Since JAMI has always taken the position that it was a
component-oriented program, it was decided to divide the GPS TSPI program into low
dynamic and high dynamic variants. This would allow for the quick development of a low
dynamic receiver and introduction into a missile platform much sooner than originally
expected. At the same time, various techniques to improve receiver dynamics were
investigated to meet the higher dynamic application.

The GPS community identified several years ago the need to evaluate not only the GPS
solution for high accuracy solutions, but raw receiver data as well. This raw data consists
of what are called “pseudo rates and ranges” and can be used with a reference station to
dramatically improve the position accuracies. An interesting product that resulted from the
goal of supporting Sidewinder was the development of a Missile Application Condensed
Message, dubbed MACM. This message structure was developed in conjunction with
Ashtech/Magellon and resulted in a data bandwidth decrease of 50% for the raw GPS
telemetry data.

End Game Scoring- The most difficult technical challenge was assumed to be that of
using GPS for end game scoring between a missile and target. Scoring is complicated by
the fact that precise missile and target attitude is required not only to accurately score a
miss, but also to determine lethality. The JAMI GPS team quickly came to the conclusion
that end game scoring accuracies would be more a product of sophisticated ground station
post processing rather than by adding sophistication and cost to the GPS airborne
hardware. JAMI is investigating three different software approaches at this time:

Waypoint of Calgary, Canada has a commercially available product called Grafnav that
uses double difference carrier phase ambiguity measurements to determine the best
position solution. It works very well as long as good GPS tracking can be maintained.
It also has cycle slip repair capability in the event of a GPS dropout.

MOSES is a post-processing software product developed by the Air Force in support of
the B-1 flight test program. It is highly structured and uses all available “sensors” to
calculate the best solution. GPS inputs are one of several sensors that can be selected
along with acceleration and rate sensors or ground-based sensors such as radar of



cenitheodolites. If inertial sensors are present, the MOSES output is position, position
rates, attitude and attitude rates of the object, versus time.

Wide Area Differential GPS is a Navy-developed design which uses refined positional
“correctors” derived from a set of precisely known and widely spaced reference
stations to provide a greatly improved differential GPS solution.

The sensors that will eventually be used as part of the GPS system are still being
investigated. The HSTSS program has characterized several sensors, especially
accelerometers. Low cost rate sensors are being developed for the automotive industry but
they are not available at this time. Air bag accelerometers are available and are very
inexpensive and have excellent characteristics in the + 50 G range.

JAMI Component Integration

One of the major elements of the JAMI program is the integration of JAMI components
into weapons instrumentation systems to demonstrate the effectiveness of GPS and
programmable flight termination system hardware on the range. In an effort to form
integration partnerships, many program offices were contacted and given the JAMI
presentation and status. As a result of such contacts, JAMI received an endorsement letter
from a missile program for the FTSA development effort.

Based on test results on commercially available GPS receivers, it became apparent that
existing hardware could support TSPI tracking of low dynamic missile platforms with
minimal additional development. In September 1998, representatives from a missile
program contacted us and inquired whether JAMI would be interested in providing GPS
hardware for the missile development testing flights. A draft Memorandum of Agreement
was drafted and a Statement of Work was prepared. After several iterations an agreement
was reached in which JAMI would provide a packaged GPS receiver design that would be
interfaced with the telemetry system identified for the missile. The plan is to keep the radar
transponder in the design until such time that the GPS can be demonstrated to be as
reliable as the C-band transponder and a more precise tracking aid. Issues still being
worked include initial acquisition time and ground station software tailoring, if required.

SUMMARY

The JAMI program has made significant progress in identifying existing GPS capability
and applying it to weapons platforms as a TSPI tracking source. The GPS integration into
a missile system will result in actual range demonstration of JAMI hardware in the next
two years. Progress has also been made in defining a GPS data set that will support end
game scoring quality measurements. A GPS receiver has been integrated into a Sidewinder



telemeter for free flight analysis. A preliminary JAMI ground processor and range display
interface unit has been designed and integrated at Tyndall Air Force Base.

A conceptual design for a programmable FTSA has been completed, the specification
completed and submitted for review to the range safety community, and a proof of concept
design is underway.


